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Optoma’s EP759™ - the World’s First 3200 Lumens DLP™ 
Projector Under 8.0 lbs 

 
Amazing 3200/2500 lumens means powerful presentations in any environment. 

 
Milpitas, Calif. and Atlanta, Georgia. (June 09, 2004)—Demonstrating installation 

grade performance at a size you can handle, Optoma Technology, Inc. will launch its 

new robust, compact, ultra bright business projectors EP759/758 at InfoComm 2004 in 

Atlanta, GA. Using advanced DDR DLP™ technology by Texas Instruments, the 

EP759/758 display detailed graphics and video.  Optoma is the award-winning developer 

of projection and digital display products for business and home.  

 
The EP759™ and EP758™ are suitable for a wide range of environments – from 

auditoriums and churches to classrooms or conference rooms.  The projectors function 

just as brilliantly when it comes to high definition film and video as they do with graphic 

presentations.  The superior 2000:1 contrast ratio for home theater quality graphics and 

images along with exceptional UXGA (1600 x 1200) resolution and HDTV compatibility 

make this projector ideal for a variety of applications.   

 

The Revolutionary Tunnel Cooling System and Shield Design prevent unwanted light 

emission and enables near silent operation.  Through the strategic use of baffles within 

the cooling tunnel, air speeds are reduced resulting in a whisper quiet projector.  The 

unique adjustable cooling fan speed settings enables operation in higher altitude 

locations.   
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 Amazing 3200/2500 Lumens (EP759/758) means powerful presentations in any environment 

 Superior 2000:1 contrast ratio for home theater quality images as well as crisp graphics 

 Exceptional UXGA (1600 x 1200) resolution and HDTV compatibility 

 Convenient DVI-HDCP, Component, Composite, and S-Video inputs and monitor loop-through 

 Revolutionary Tunnel Cooling System design for near-silent operation and minimal light leakage 

 Full feature Remote Mouse Control with scroll wheel for easy navigation 

 RS-232 communications for external device control in installed environments 

 ECO mode automatically selected to maximize lamp life when Picture Mute is enabled 

 Unique adjustable cooling fan speed settings for operating in higher altitude locations 

 Advanced DDR DLP™ technology by Texas Instruments for detailed graphics and video 

 Perfect for use in rooms with bright ambient light or no window coverings 

For additional Optoma information and to view product photos, please visit 

http://www.optomausa.com/press. 

 
About Optoma Technology, Inc. 
 
Optoma Technology, Inc. is an award-winning developer of projection and digital display 
products for business and home. The company manufactures multimedia projectors for 
mobile users, fixed installations and home theaters, HDTVs, LCD flat panel monitors 
plasma display, and thin-client terminals.  Optoma products combine superior image 
processing technologies with exceptional engineering and innovation to deliver images 
that are bright, crystal clear, and finely tuned for tone and color.  Optoma’s award-
winning products are sold through the company’s global network of pro AV dealers, 
major consumer electronics retailers, and Internet resellers. Optoma’s worldwide 
headquarters is located in Milpitas, California.  For more information about Optoma 
please call 888-942-2929 or visit http://www.optoma.com/. 
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